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WOULD HAVE U.

WSAHAVY
EQUMJN POWER
COMPLETION OF 1921 SHIP
BUILDING PLAN IS

SENATE COMMITTEE

REPORTS

Suspension of Ship Building la Not a
Practical Plan' for This Government it the Belief of
Washington. An American nary,
"at least equal to that of any other
power," ia advocated In a report of the
senate naval committee filed In the U.
S. senate. The committee, replying
to the Borah resolution, said: "It is
not practical and ia not a sound policy
to suspend naval construction for a
period of six months, nor at all."
It urged completion of the great
.1916 naval program, except that two
huge naval aircraft carriers be built
in place of twelve destroyers and six
.submarines, which have been authorized, but not yet contracted for.
Capital Ships Primary.
Capital ships remain the principal
limits of sea power, the committee
.said, adding that submarines and air
craft were as yet only auxiliary forces.
The committee report to which
Senator King, democrat, Utah, plans
to file a minority report, expressed a
'desire that an agreement for llmita
tion of naval armament might be
reached among the nations, but Bald
that until some such arrangements
were made the United States should
continue its building program.
"In view of the Importance of sea
power to the United States," the com
xnlttee informed the senate, "and the
tact that without it we would be at
the mercy of other nations, it is the
opinion of your commitee that this
country should maintain a navy at
least equal to that of any other power.
"The lessons of history teach us
with Indisputable truth that we cannot
afford to depend for the maintenance
of our rights and the defense ot the
tlives and commerce of our citizens upon the mercy, generosity or good will
of other powers with rival or conflicting interests and ambitions."
"It is the opinion of this committee," the report continued, "that the
United States should have under its
control a sufficient force to protect
And preserve both its material possesrSlons, the policies it haa established,
the lives and rights of its citizens and
the principles upon which its govern'
talent is founded.
Equality Is Sought.
"For these reasons we are of the
opinion that there should be no suspension, of the present building pro
gram of the navy, which, as at pres
ent laid out, is at the. most, only de
signed to place us on a footing of
Equality with any other power upon
'the sea."
The report expressed approval and
'indorsement
of the navy general
board's summary of the situation leading to the conclusion that the capital
ahlp remains the strongest naval unit.
It recommended, however, scientific
'study and development of the subma- irine, aircraft and high explosives.
Other powers have not abandoned
the major ship, said the report, and
are proceeding with extended pro
grams of battleship construction.
Auxiliaries Are Necessary.
A naval power armed with these
devices but lacking in battleships and
battle cruisers, opposed to a rival
power with all auxiliaries and alBO
heavy ships, would be at the merry
'of the enemy, the report said.
"The rival forces of light craft." it
said, "whether on or below the surface, or in the air, would neutralise
each other, leaving the power which
possessed heavy ships, armed with
ereat guns. In undisputed control of
the sea."
"The members of the committee,"
the report concluded, "are as anxious
to bring about a reduction ot armaments and relief from the burdens
- which those armaments Impose upon
the nations of the earth, as any one
can.be, but no disarmament would be
of any value unless It was general
,
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EIGHT KILLED BY

FIVE BILLION CREDIT MAY
BE OFFERED IN TRADE

NITRO EXPLOSION

Senator France Suggests to Take
Island As Part of Allied War
Debt Settlement.

Washlngton.Furchase of the four
German submarine cables which cover
the world and of her important colon
ies in Africa and elsewhere for
are proposed in a resolution which was introduced in the sen- ate by Senator France.
A formal conference between the
United States, Great Britain, France,
Italy and Japan to arrange for the settlement of war debts to this country
and a reduction of the German Indemnity a 111 also be proposed.
The resolution would authorize the
president to lay before them the plan
Senator France has formulated. This
planwould fix the German indemnity
at $15,000,000,000 and provide for its
payment with interest ajt the rate of
$1,000,000,000 a year for twenty-eigh- t
years. Extended a credit of
to Germany to be applied
against the indemnity for the German
colonies in Africa, her cables and
other important possessions which
were surrendered to the allies. Allow
the purchase of the colonies and
cables by the United States for a
Blmllar amount which would be credited against the allied obligations to
this country. .
In this plan which would also provide for the extension of further
credits to European nations for their
ehabllitation, Senator France believes
he has worked out a satisfactory
method and liquidation of the enormous debts owing the United States.
$5,000,-000,00-
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PLANNING AID FOR MEXICO
International Committee of Bankers to
Settle Debts.
New York. In behalf of the Amer
ican sections of the international committee of bankers of Mexico, which in
cludes French, English, Swiss and Hoi
land interests, Thomas W. Lamont of
J. P. Morgan & Company, stated that
the Mexican government, through its
charge
d'affaires
in Washington,
"wishes to discuss with its creditors a
suitable way to come to an arrange
ment, within present possibilities, of
questions pending."
The American section of the com
mittee, added Mr. Lamont, would, of
course take its decision in the pres
ent situation only after consultation
with the department of state, which;' ft
is assumed, would wish to confer with
members of the 'incoming
"It goes without saying," he said,

"that the international committee has

TEACHER DIES WITH PUPILS
WHEN LADS CHOP
INTO A CAN
GLASS

CUTS

Attention Claim Holders
I hav a complete set of plat books for B.msa
end surrounding country for several mile end
am prepared to attend to any land business that
you may have.

MANY STUDENTS

U, S. OomatAmi

The Container Which Caused the
plosion Was Fished Out of a
Creek Which Runs By
the School.

or,

A. G White

Ex

Lawrencevllle, 111. Eight persona
are dead and another probably fatally
Injured as the result of the explosfon
of a can of nitroglycerine at Cross
Roads school.
Several other children received mi
nor injuries in the explosion, which occurred, when one of the boys attempt
ed to cut the top from the can with
an axe.
The teacher and five boys were
killed Instantly and the other two died
several hours afterwards. The injured were taken to their homes and to
hospitals in Vlncennes, Ind.
Those whose injuries were slight
were the victims of flying glass, every
window in the school house, a
frame structure being demolished by the force of the explosion.
The structure was otherwise undamaged.
The explosion was plainly heard in
Lawrencevllles and persons hurrying
toward the school house were met by
children rushing screaming from the
scene.
Neighbors living' nearby were the
first to reach the school and calls
were immediately sent to Vlncennes
tor ambulances to take the victims to
hospitals for medical attention.
The explosion occurred about seventy-five
feet away from the school
house. All of those killed were
grouped about the can and the rest
of the pupils were either in the school
or playing in the yard betlnd it.
The authorities were told that the
boys, who were at. play, had fished
the can from a creek running by the
school yard.
It is believed that the container had
e
floated down from a
magazine about
of a
aalle away.
It was said that the practice is to
empty the cans at the magazine, after
wards destroying .them, and it is believed that the container which blew
up was one that held only a small
imount of the explosive and had been
throwu in the creek.
All the pupils who were killed were
the children of farmers and oil men
residing in the vicinity of Lawrence
vllle. Bunyan, the teacher, lived In
the country near here.
one-stor- y

ED. J. NEER,

Undertaker and Embalms
LICENSED BY STATE BOARD
e.
CH answered day or night Office phone 67 two
residence, 67 three rinjv Agent for Roswell and AsnarUo
Greenhouaea. PorUlea, New Mexico.
Complete line of Caskets and Robes
H--

lb

Old Tims Preparations Are Good

yo will And them all here from DobeU's toltrtloa to
the end of the chapter. All correctly compounded and bearing
the fwarateemf label of

ROS WELL N. M.
GO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELXDA, N. M.

For Wire, Poeta, Cement, Lumber and Bufldwf
Material. Sash. Doors and Hardware

nitro-glycerln-

three-quarter-

s

always been and is now strongly desirous of assisting in any possible way
the Mexican government and people
in the proper adjustment of their fl
nancial situation and of taking any TO HALT ARMY RECRUITS
step that, in the opinion of the de
Secretary Takes Action As Soon As
partment of state, may be helpful."
Senate Pasess Act Over Veto.
U. S. EXPENSES MUST DROP
Washington. Complete cessation of
Borrowing Is Believed' Better Money nnny recruiting was ordered by Sec
retary Baker, in accordance wlt'a the
Getting Method.
direction of congress as embodied in
Washington.
Warning the house a point resolution passed over the veto
that the mounting wave of high taxa of President Wilson.
The war secretary acted to stop retion would not roll hack without a
sharp and sweeping reduction in gov cruiting through orders sent all reeminent expenditures, Chairman Good cruiting officers within a few hours
of the appropriation committee, de after congress had completed adoption
of the resolution which directs cessaclared the time had come to call
tion of all recruiting until the army is
halt.
Figures almost too big for compre- reduced to 175,000 men.
to one
The senate voted sixty-sevehension by the average man were
to
override the president's veto of the
hurled over the beads of members as
Mr. Good, in dramatic fashion, told of reduction,. Senator Kirby, democrat,
the vast suma expended, and the Arkansas, alone being recorded as
growing appeals for more. There was sustaining the president. The house
a shout of approval when he insisted voted overwhelmingly to adopt the
over the president's veto
that the appropriation bills must be resolution
soon
after
the veto message was re
passed before the change of administrations March 4, so that the framers ceived at the capitol.
of a new tariff law . may know the
CANCELLED
amount of cloth out or which they WANT DEBTS
must patch the nation's coat.
Secretary Advises Agains Refusing ExMr. Good's plea for government
tension of $75,000,000 More.
economy was made in presenting the
first deficiency bill for the present
Washington. Declaration by Secreyear, carrying a total of $203,000,000.' tary Houston that an unnamed allied
government had proposed to the United Slates cancellation of its war obliPlan to Fight Rates.
Washington Producers, hardest bit gations to this country; a wrangle
oi fer status of war loans to Ruj-jby price drains.

fl. G. BRIDGES,

Manager.

HIA BANK & TRUST

C0HPAI1Y.

Kenna, Now Mexico.
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OTRAIGHT BANKING ON flAFE
AND SOUND METHODa

THE KENNA PECORD
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Author of
"Cappy Rick.," 'Thm Valla?
of the GianU," ate
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"I think so. I dare soy Rlcardo
hopes to take Sarros by surprise, bottle the city garrison up In the cartel and the government palace and
there besiege them. Uuvlng secured
nominal control of a seaport, be can
Import arms and ammunition; also he
can recruit openly, and at his leisure
hunt down the outlying garrisons. The
Sarros crowd doesn't suspect his presence In Sobrante, and by a quick, savage stroke he should be able to Jerk
e
government up by the
this
heels In Jig time particularly since
the citizenry feel no loyalty toward
the Sarros regime and aro only kept
In subjection through fear and lack
of a leader. I'm going to play Rlcardo to win, If he Isn't killed In the
opening row, for I'm certain he'll lead
tils men."
"I dare say he Is greatly like his
father not afraid to die for his country," she replied pretently. "I am
frlad to be here when be takes that
risk."
"Oh, but you mustn't be here," Webster protested.
"Why?"
"Because there'll be street fighting
probably of a desperate character,
and I understand your countrymen go
rather war-ma- d
and do things not
sanctioned by The Hague tribunal. If
there's a steamer In port at the time
I'll put jou aboard her until the Issue
Is decided. I'm going to see Rlcardo tomorrow night and learn the details of his plan of campaign; after
that I'll be able to act Intelligently."
one-hors-

Rlcardo Ruey, with Dr. Pacheco and
Caraveo, were engaged In
consultation when Jack Webster, hnv-ln- g
left the Hotel Mateo via his bedroom window In order to avoid possible espionage and made his way to
El Buen Amlgo on foot, was announced by Mother Jenks. The three
conspirators greeted him Joyously, as
Indeed they should, for his loyal
friendship had thus far been one of
their principal bulwarks.
"Well," Webster Inquired, after
greeting them and carefully closing
the door behind him, "here I am In
Buenaventura, marking time and, like
Mr. Mlcawber, waiting for something
to turn up."
"You will not be required to wait
long," Colonel Caraveo assured him.
"Thanks to your kindly otllces, the
trap Is already baited."
"Our friend, Ruey, has, since our
first meeting. Insisted on dispensing
with my consent when using me to
promote bis enterprises,
Colonel.
Strange to say, I have been unable to
berate him for his Impudence.
I was
down at Leber's warehouse this afternoon. You have enough
tools consigned to me there to build
a pretty fair highway to the gates of
the government palace, I should say.
I hope you have all pondered the result to me, an Innocent bystander, If
your enemies should take a notion to
open one of those cases of shovels."
Colonel Caraveo favored lilm with a
benignant smile.
"You forget, my
friend, that I am second In command
In the Intelligence department, and
that during the absence of your particular friend, Raoul Sarros, In New
Orleans, I am first In command. Since
I already know what those cases con
tain, naturully I shall not take the
trouble to Investigate."
"Well, that's a comfort, Colonel."
"You have Investigated your mining
concession, Webster?" Rlcardo Ruey
asked.
"You bet."
"What did you find?"
"A couple of millions In sight."
Rlcardo shook his head slowly. "It
Is not In sight, old man," he reminded
Webster. "Without our aid and you
cannot have Cur aid unless our revolution Is successful, when you shall
have It freely your millions are,
most positively, not in sight If you
want those millions, friend Webster,
there Is but one way to get them
and that Is to close your eyes and
play our game to the limit. 1 wonder
If you'd go further about $40,000 fur
ther, to be exact."
"I might, but I never go It blind for
a wad like that. What's your trou
ble?"
-The Indlvldunl In charge of the
funds of the revolutionary Junta In
New Orleans was muraerea last nignt;
Colonel

road-makin- g

.

the funds were deposited to bis credit as agent in a certain bank, and before the Junta can obtain legal possession of them again the psychological time for their use will have passed.
"We have a steamer chartered, and
200 men, whose business It Is to fight
under any flag at $5 gold per day
and no questions asked, are now marking time on the Isle of I'lnes, off the
coast of Cuba, waiting for our steamer to cull for them and land them,
with their rifles and ammunition and
field guns and some
six
rapid-fir- e
Maxims, at San Bruno, some
18 miles up the coast from here.
"The guns and munitions are now
In Tampu, having been shipped to our
agent there on sight draft, with bill of
lading attached; the steamer Is chartered and en route to Tampa from
Norfolk, Va., and we must pay the
owners $10,000 the day she begins taking on her cargo, and $10,000 before
she unloads It on lighters at San
'
Bruno.
"We must also pay 200 men one
month's pay In advance that Is, $30,-00- 0
; we cannot meet this expense and
still take up that sight draft now
awaiting our attention In the bank at
Tampa.
"In return for this favor to the provisional government of Sobrante, you
shnll have the note of the provisional
government, signed by the provisional
president, myself, and the provisional
cabinet. Dr. Pacheco, Colonel Caraveo, and two other gentlemen whom
you will meet In due course unless in
the Interim they should be killed. And
as a bonus for saving this country
from a brutal dictator, who Is pillaging Its resources for his personal prof-I- t,
yon shall have- - a deed of gift to
that mining concession you and your
friend, Geary, are so desirous of working; also the title shall be certified
by the government and the Supreme
court of Sobrante and absolutely secured to you against future aggression In the event that the new regime
should be overthrown at some future
date. Also you have my profound
gratitude and that of my people."
"Tell me your plan of campaign,"
Webster suggested.
In a secret rendezvous In the
mountnlns I have 1,000 picked men
my father's veterans. They are armed
with modern rifles and machetes. The
nitrate company, which has been suffering from heavy export duties im
posed by Sarros, has loaned me all the
rolling stock of the railroad for one
night It will be mobilized at San
Miguel de Padua by next Saturday
night; my troops will arrive late the
same afternoon and entrain at once.
"In the interim all telephone and
telegraph communications with Bue
naventura will be severed. The night
previous our steamer will have discharged her cargo of men and munitions at San Bruno; a chain of outposts will at once be established and
all communication with the capital
will be shut off.
"On Saturday night also, the Con
solidated Fruit company's steamer,
La Estrelllta, will make port with 30
Americans In her steerage. These
men will be
and miners
Imported by Mr. J. 8.' v Webster, and
In order to make certain that they
will come, you have already ordered
them by cable. We have arranged
with the port doctor to give La Estrelllta a clean bill of health the very
night she arrives. Hence the ship'
authorities will not b auspicious, I
hope, when we remove our men after
dark and house them In Leber's ware
bouse, where they will fcpend the night
unpacking those spades, picks and
shovels of yours and getting the fac
tory grease off them.
"At '4 o'clock In the morning varl'
ous citizens of Sobrante, with rebel
lion in their hearts, will begin to m
blllzr at Leber's warehouse, where
they vlll be Issued rifles and aramunl
tlon and where they will wait until
the action Is opened to the south by
the detachment from San Bruno,
which, having marched from San Bru
no the night before, will have arrived
outside the city, and will be awaiting
tbe signal from me. I will attack
from the west cautiously.
"Now, there are 6,000 government
troops in the city and in various cantonments on tbe outskirts. These cantonments are to be rushed and set
afire; I figure that the confusion of
our sudden attack will create a riot
purtlculurly wheb I do something that
Isn't very popular as a war feature
down this way, and that is charge
and keep on coming.
"The government troops will start
to full back on the city, only to find
themselves flanked by a fierce artillery
fire from the San Bruno contingent ; the troops from the arsenal, the
guards at the palace and the Flf
teenth regiment of Infantry, now staHoned at the Cuartel de Infanterla.
next the government palace, will be
dispatched post baste to repulse the
attack, and 400 men, with the machine
gun company waiting In Leber's warehouse, will promptly move upon them
from the rear and capture the arsenal.
.i
. .
fT'
xnere um a. ibw mousana
rines and a
lot of ammunition stored there: 1
miss my guess If, as soon as the news
of Its capture by the rebels spreads
through the city (and I shall bavs
men to spread it), I shall not have a
few thousand volunteers eager to help
overthrow Sarros.

"Onto cut off from the arsenal and
the palace, Sarros must fight bis way
out oj the city In order to bave tbe
slightest chance to suppress the rebellion, for he will have no refuge In the
city. And with the railroad and all
the rolling stock In our bonds, .without a commissary for bis troops, without h base of supplies, even should
the government troops fight their way
threugh, they leave the city In my
hands and I'll recruit end arm my men
find hunt them down like Jack rabbits
at my leisure. Once let the arsenal
and the palace fall into my hands,
once let me proclaim myself provisional president once let the people
know that Rlcardo Ruey, the beloved,
lives again in the person of his son,
and I tell you, Webster, this country
Is saved. How do you like my plan
of campaign?"
"It couldn't be any better If I had
planned It myself. You might accept
my suggestion and armor that little
r
truck of mine. It arrived on
yesterday' steamer."
"And some armor sheet steel with
d
It sheet steel already
for
tbe barrels of the two machine guns
It will carry I" Dr. Pacheco cried Joy-

"And you do not desire a bonus?"
"Nothing that will cost the citizens
of this country one penny of their
heritage. I'm going to bet this money bet it understand, not loan it
However, if you want to be a sport
and grant me a little favor in return,
you can.
"Fire away."
- "After
I give you this money, I
don't want the doctor and the colonel
to kiss me to show bow grateful they
ously.
are."
"Have you provided a chauffeur,
"You vAmderful fellow Jack Web
Doctor?"
ster, if I bad a sister I should want
"I bave likewise an armored sheet-ste- her to mnrrv you."
closet for htm to sit In while
"Show how little you'd think of
chaffeurlng."
your sister staking her to a senti"How about that loan to the pro- mental Jackass.
Shall I cable the
visional government?" Rlcardo de- money to New Orleans in the
pointedly.
manded
Webster did not hesitate. After nil,
"That will do very nicely."
what was money to him now? Billy
"To whom shall I cable the mon
bad gone away, bis hopes raised high, ey?"
already a millionaire after the fash"Send it to the Picayune National
ion of mining men, who are ever ready bank of New Orleans, with instructo count their chicks before they are tions to credit account No. 240, J.
hatched, provided only they see the E. P trustee.
In this little game
eggs. Besides, there was Dolores. Full we are ploying, my friend. It Is safwell Webster realized that Billy, er to deal In numbers and Initials
tossed back once more Into the Jaws rather than names. The local cable
n
wolf of poverty, office leaks aulte regularly."
of the
would not have the courage upon his
"Very well, Rlcardo, I'll attend to
return to Sobrante to ask Dolores to It first thing In the morning. Go to
share his poverty wltfi him; should It and win, or there'll be several new
faces whining around the devil, not
the least of which will be mine. When
you charge, remember you're charging for my $40,000 and go through
with It. I worked rather hard for
that $40,000, and If I must lose it I
d
do not want to do it in a
fight Give me, at least a bloody run
mvwmi&
for my money. I'll have a reserved
sent somewhere watching the gome."
"If you'll take my advice, you'll go
'
'
aboard La Estrelllta and stay there
'II,
until the Issue Is decided. When the
first gun Is fired, it signals the open
season on mining engineers who butt
in on affairs of state."
w,m
. 1
"What I And mo with a healthy
,&Snrrm
m
A yi
i: ,
bet down on the result! I hope I'm
a better sport than that"
Be careful,
"You're Incorrigible.
then, and don't get yourself potted by
a stray bullet"
"Shall I see you fellows before the
mt-to-

loop-hole-

1

el

well-know-

Ilk
-

hf

M

half-hearte-

m

'J.W

blow-off?- "

scarcely think so."
"Then if you're through with me,
and good luck.
I'll bid you all good-bI'll bave dinner with you in the put- ace Sunday evening."
"May I bring a guest?"
"By all means."
Webster shook bands with the trio
and departed for bis hotel. For the
first time in many years be was heavy
of heart crushed. "Neddy Jerome
was right" be soliloquized. "This Is
the last place on earth for me to have
come to. I've made Neddy sore on
me, and he's lost patience and put another man In the Job he promised me;
h
and
I've raised Billy's hopes
had to bet $40,000 to keep them there;
I've been fool enough to fall In love
with my friend's fiancee; I'm a hu
man cat's paw, and the finest thing I
can do now Is to go out next Sunday
morning with that machine gun com
pnny from Leber's warehouse and get
killed."
"1

y

road-make-

V.

doing this for the sake of saving that1
mining concession the Sarros government gave my friend, Geary. I'm
above doing a thing like this for money for myself. It seems to me I must
do It to gunrantee the happiness of
two people I love: My friend, Geary,
and the girl he's going to marry. I
reject your promissory note and your
promise of a deed of gift for that concession, and accept only your grati
tude. There are no strings to this
loan, because It isn't a loan at all.
It's a bet If you lose, I'll help you
get out of the country and absolve
you of any Indebtedness to me. However, If you should win, I know you'll
reimburse me from the national

"Telf

Me

Your Plan of Campaign."

the revolution fall, Rlcardo Ruey
would be an outcast a bunted man
with a price on his bead, and In no
position to care for his sister, even
should he survive long enough to
know he bad a sister. She would
be alone in the world if be, John Stu
art Webster, .failed ber now more
than ever she needed a man's strength
and affection to help ber navigate tbe
tide-rip- s
of life, for life to a woman,
alone and unprotected and dependent
upon her labor for tbe bread she must
eat, must contain, at best a full measure of terror and despair and loneliness. He pictured ber through a grim
processional of years of skimping and
petty sacrifices and all because be,
John Stuart Webster, bad hesitated to
lead a dreamer and an idealist a pal
try $40,000 without security.
No, there was no. alternative.
If
his friendship for Billy was worth a
sou, It was worth $40,000; if his silent,
unrequited love for Dolores Ruey was
worthy of her, no sacrifice on his part
could be too great provided it guar
anteed her happiness.
"Ruined again," be sighed. "This
Is only another of those numerous occasions when the tall goes with the
hide. How soon do you want the
money

r

Rlcardo Luis Ruey leaned forward
and gazed very earnestly at John Stuart Webster. "Do you really trust me
uiai niucti, my friend?" be asked feel
ingly. "Remember, I am asking you
tor w,uw on faith."
"Old sport," John Stuart Webster
answered, "you went overboard In
Buenaventura harbor and took a
chance among those big,
hammer-headesharks. And you did
that because you bad a cause you
wougni wortn dying lor. I never knew
a man who had a cause that was
worth dying for who would even es
pouse a cause worth swindling for.
You win only I want yon. to under.
stand one thing, Rlcardo:
I'm sot
liver-colore-

d

sky-hig-

CHAPTER XIV.
The following morning Webster Informed Dolores fully of his Interview
with ber brother and his confreres the
night before, concealing from her only
the fact that lie was financing the
revolution and his reasons for financ
ing It He was still depressed, and
Dolores, observing bis mood, forbore
to Intrude upon It Accordingly she
claimed the prerogative of her sex
a slight headache and retreated to
her room, In the privacy of which she
was suddenly very much surprised to
find herself weeplnj softly because
John Stuart Webster was unhappy
and didn't deserve to be.
It was Impossible, however, for
Webster long to remain Impervious to
the note of ridiculousness underlying
the forthcoming tragic events. Here
was a little 2x4 poverty-stricke- n
hot
bed of Ignorance and Intrigue culling
Itself a republic, a little stretch of
country no larger than a couple of
bis" western counties, about to indulge
In the national pastime of civil war
and unabie to do It except by grace
of an humble citizen of a sister re
public I
Five or six thousand Ignorant,
call
lng themselves soldiers, entrusted with
the task of enabling one of their nnra
ber to ride, horse and dog, ove- - 1,000,- 000 people I
How farcical I No wonder Rlcardo,
.

seml-brlgan-

wrth his northern viewpoint, approached his patriotic task with gayety, almost with contempt And whim Webster recalled that the
provisional government had casually
borrowed from blra the sum of forty
thousand dollars In order to turn the
trick borrowing It forsooth. In much
the same spirit a a commuter boarding bis train without the necessary
fare halls a neighbor and borrows ten
cents his natural optimism asserted
Itsel.' and he chuckled as In fancy he
heard himself telling the story to Neddy Jerome and being branded a liar
for bis pains.
"Well, I've had one comfort ever
since I first saw that girl," he reflected philosophically.
"While I've
never been so unhappy u all my life
before, or had to tear my soul out by
the roots so often, things have been
coming my way so fast from other directions that I haven't had much opportunity to dwell on the matter. And
for these compensating offsets, good
Lord, I thank Thee,"
He was John Stuart Webster again
when Dolores saw him next; during
tbe succeeding days his mood of
indifcheerfulness nnd
ference never left him. And throughout that period of marking time Dolores was much In bis society, a condition which be told himself was not
to his liking but which, nevertheless,
he could not obviate without seeming
Indifferent to her happiness. , And to
permit his friend's fiuncee to languish
In loneliness and heart-breadid not
appear to John Stuurt Webster as the
part of a true friend or a courtly gen
tleman and he remembered that she
had once called him that
They rode together In the cool of the
morning; they drove together on the
Malecon In the cop of the evening;
chaperoned by Do,rJuan Cafetero and
a grinning Sobrantean,4hey went shark
fishing In Leber's launch; they played
dominoes together; they discussed,
throughout the long, lazy, quiet after
noons, when the remainder of their
world retired for the siesta, books, art.
men, women, and things.
And not once, throughout two weeks
of camaraderie, did the heart-racke- d
s'ag'.e Instant.,
Webster forget for-that he was the nvw friend destined
to become the old friend; never, to
the girl's watchful eyes, did be betray the slightest disposition to establish their friendly relatloLS on a closer
basis.
Thus did the arrival of Tbe Day-finthem. Toward sunset they rode
out together along the bay shore and
noted far out to sea the smear of
smoke that marked the approach of
La Estrelllta on schedule time.
"You will go aboard her tonight,
Webster said very quietly to Dolores.
"And you?"
"I shall go aboard with yon. I have
arranged with Don Juan for him to
stay ashore and to come out in Leber's launch with the first reliable
rews of the conflict If Rlcard6 wins
the city, be wins the revolution, and
you and I will then go ashore to dine
with him in the palace. If he loses
the city, he loses the revolution, and
we will both do welt to remain aboard
La Estrelllta."
"And In that event, what will become of my brother?"
"1 do not know; I forgot to ask
him, but If he survives, I Imagine
he'll have sense enough to know he's
whipped and will retreat on San Bra-n- o,
fighting a rear guard action, embark aboard tbe steamer that brought
his men there, and escape."
"I'm worried about Mother Jenks."
"I have asked Mother Jenks to dine
with us at 7 :30 this evening, and have
ordered a carriage to call for her.
When she comes I'll tell her everything; then, If she wishes to
let her. She's been through
irore than one such fracas and doesn't
mind them at all, I dare say."
And In this Webster was right
Mother Jenks listened In profound silence, nodding her approval, as Webster related to her the story of the
advent In the country of Rlcardo Ruey
and his plans, but without revealing:
the Identity of Andrew Bowers.
At the conclusion of bis recital the
old publican merely sold: "Gor bll
about-to-be-bor-

devil-may-ca-

k

a

--

stay-ashor-

me I"

"My
After a silence she added:
sainted 'Enery used to s'y the proper
hodris for a white man in a bally row
o' this nature was 40 to 1. Gor1, but
how my Balnted 'Enery would henjoy
beln: 'tre this night to 'elp with the
guns." She sighed.
"How about a little bottle of wine
to drink peace to your sainted Henry-anluck to The Cause?" Webster suggested.
"That's wot I calls talkln'," Mother
Jenks responded promptly, and Webster, gazing reflectively at the old
lady's beard, woudered why she had
not been born a man.
Dolores, fearful for her benefactor's
safety, urged Mother Jenks to accompany them out aboard La Estrelllta,
but the old dame Indignantly refused,
and when pressed for a reason gave
It with the utmost frankness; "They'll
be tyktn' Sarros, an' when they tyke
'lm they'll back him ag'lu the same
wall be backed my sainted "Enery and
your father against my dear. I've a.
notion that your father's son'U let
Mrs. Col. 'Enery Jenks come to th
party."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Eatonic Works Magic
"I have taken only two boxes of
Eatonlc and feel like a new man. It
has done me more good thau anything
else," writes C. O. Frapplr.
Eatonlc la the modern remedy for
acid stomach, bloating, food repeating
and indigestion. It quickly takes up
and carries out the acidity and gas
and enables the stomach to digest the
food naturallx. That means not only
relief from pain and discomfort but
you get the full strength from the food
you eat Big box only costs a trifle
with your druggist's guarantee.
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needless and dangerous to
offer from dogged op system
because It often lays the foundation for a lifetime of misery and

sharp decline of from one to three
dollars er pair on their entire line of
work shoes, has been made by the
Harsh & Chnpllne Shoe Co., Milwaukee, makers of the well known Lion
Brand Work Shoes for men and Lion
Brnnd Everyday Shoes for boys.
"The greatest progress In American
business during this generation, has
been In fuetory organization." says
Geo. It. Harsh, President of the company. "The problems of production
have been met by experts who have
brought the cost of manufacture to a
lower figure every year.
"But bow about selling costs? The
expenses of the manufacturer's salesmen have mounted steadily the Jobber must still, have his discount and
the storekeeper his.
"The best and quickest way to reduce prices Is to reduce selling costs-- ay
cutting out the unnecessary profits
between manufacturer mid consumer.
By selling Lion Brand Shoes direct
from the fuetory, and confining the
entire profit from maker to weurer to
one small profit, we run ofTen first
quality work shoes to the public lit
very low prices. For example, our No.
70 Brown Blucher, with hard toe cap,
made of Liou Brand Leather (our own
tannuge) in regular sizes, 0 to II, Is
now being sold by mail on receipt pf
money order, draft or buyer's own
check at $.'!.;i.r. This shoe formerly
sold through the stores as high as $0.r0.
"It was only after long and serious
deliberation that we decided lo go
straight to the public with our product.
In the past fifteen years, through 15,000
dealers, we have sold lO.MMUHMI pairs
of work slioes over $l,(HH,(HK) worth
last year alone. The only way open
to us to get Lion Brand Slides to the
wearer at a fair price, was lo drop our
jobbers and dealers and sell by mail.
Catalog No. 1 Is being distributed from
our fuetory at ilimover ami Maple Sts.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Shoes shipped
within S4 hours of receipt of order."

THE SWANS.

"They any," the IJInck Swnn remarked, "tbat It Is the unexpected that
always happens.
"They say Hint It Is the person you
least expect to meet that Bomehow you
do nietrt, and that when you're far
awny from home you're apt to see
some one who Is an old friend of
yours from your home town.
"Tlint all Is very true, I do believe,
and when folks think hat all the
swans In the world are White Swans,
they are naturally surprised when
they see that there are Mack Swans,
ufler all."
"Of course," the Trumpeter Swan
snld, "It Is more usual to see a White
Swan. It Is the usual color one thinks of
when out' Is thinking of swans."
"The trouble Is," said the Black
Swan, "that folks do not think about
swans enough."
"I think that Is true," the Trumpeter
Swan nnswered.
"Yes," said the Illuek Swnn, "I fear
that Is the great truth. Folks rarely
sit down, fold their hnnds, shut their
eyes and say to themselves:
" 'Now for a nice little, quiet time
for thinking when I can think about
swans, lovely, lovely swans.'
"No, I fear that folks seldom sit
down nnd say that they are going to
think of swans.
"And I fear that few people stop In
their business and say to themselves:
"'I cannot get the thought of swans
out of my mind.'
"I don't believe that children stop
In their play or when they're doing
their lessons and say to themselves:
" 'How are the swans getting along,
Adv.
we wonder?'
"It Isn't often, If ever, that mothers
The Best Ones Never Do.
say :
"How was the lecture?"
" 'Dear me, I must bring up the chil"Fine. It didn't last more than forty
dren to think of swans.'
minutes."
"No, they talk of bringing the children up to think more of good manners, but of swans not at all.
"If they stopped to think about us
someone might say :
"'Are all swans white?'
"And then Ssoine one would answer:
Save Your Hair!
Girls!
"'Why, no, there Is Mr. Black
Make It Abundant!
Swan nnd his family.'
"And then they'd ask more about
me and tbev'd And out more and more.
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taken one or two at bedtime,
quickly eliminates all poisonous
waste matter from the system
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cold lu the head enn
6e ended easily by llyomel. No stomach dosing. Breathe It through the
nose and mouth. Money back If It
fulls. At druggists.
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A WOOD NOISE. '

When the two adventurers were In
the woods visiting Mrs.. Wood Elf at
nlfcht, i hey henrd a very loud noise.
They couldn't Imagine what It might
be. They thought of everything.
"It might be a Hon," said the girl,
"and he Is coming nearer nnd nearer
all the time. She hid her bead under
a blanket of leaves and pulled over an
extra comforter made of spruce
branches.
"I used to cull people silly who
were afraid of noises." said the boy,
"but this noise Is terrible."
"Why doesn't uny one come to help
us when we cull out for help?" usked
the girl.
"Perhaps we'd better be quiet," said
the boy. "Then the dreadful creature
won't hear us. I'm sure it wouldn't
listen to reason, or pay any attention
to what we said."
They both stayed very quiet nnd the
noise stopped. Then they heard It
again.
They tried to hold their
breath, but, of course, they couldn't.
"I'erhups It has gone away," said
the boy, after some time of silence.
"But wouldn't we hnve heard It go
Mill.

II

,

II

p

,1

Very Likely.
He So the minister this morning
preached n scathing sermon on the
extravagance of women.
She Yes, and there his wife sat
with a $75 hat on.
II! That was probably the Cause
of the sermon. Boston Transcript.

Bringing Up a Family
Houston, Texas. "After motherhood I always took Dr. Pierce's
Prescription

to build me up

and
me.

strengthen
It surely
benefited me
greatly every
time, and I would
never hesitate to
recommend this
medicine to all
women who bets o m e nervous.
weak and rundown, especially while bringing up a
family." MRS. DELLA LEA, 4413
Center St.
Weak women should try It now.
Don't wait! This temperance tonic
and nervine soothes and strengthens
the nerves, gives a healthy appetite
and refreshing sleep. At druggists.

II

To abort a cold

and prevent complications take

"I Won't Hurt You."

away?" asked1 the girl. "Wouldn't Its
sounds have grown fulnter and faint
er?"
"I guess you're right," snld the boy.
"It Is fooling us by keeping still,"
whispered the girl. "I wish Mrs. Wood
Elf would come. I would think she
was ugly now If I saw her, I'm
sure not to come nnd help us."
They only hoped for the morning
when they could run away from adventures and Just stay where It was
quiet and safe.
Oh, If morning would only come!
In a moment or two more the boy
peaked out of one eye into darkness
with only the little bit of a scrnp of
light which came through from the
fur-of- f
stars.
He thought he saw a shadow. Then
he was quite sure he saw one. He gave
one awful shriek and the girl rushed
to him and put her head on his shoul-

The purified and refined
calomel tablets that are
nausealrss, safe and sure.
Medicinal virtues retain-

ed and improved. Sold
only in sealed packages.
Price 35c.

Do you know

you can roll

SO good

cigarettes for

lOcts

from

one bag of

Immediately after a "Danderlue" der.
massage, your hair takes on new life, us,"Oh, this Is terrible, terrible! Save
don't lyfH us, animal, creature,
Vj- - '.ft
OOfrrer
t
lustre and wondrous beauty, appear- snake, whoever, whatever
you are!"
plentiful beheavy
and
as
ing
twice
"More Unusual."
girl cried.
cause each hair seems to fluff and the"A
snake wouldn't listen; no crea"Then maybe "gome of them would thicken. Don't let your hair stay lifebe so Interested that they would come less, colorless, plain or scraggly. You, ture would," trembled the boy.
y 11
"Oh dear, oh dear," said a creature
to see me If tney lived anywhere near too, want lots of long, strong, beautiWho at least could speak the Inngunge
coos.
ful hair.
boy and girl understood ; "oh dear,
"And If tjfey didn't live near zoos
A
bottle of delightful the
oh dear, I can't help sighing."
they might get some one to tell them "Danderine"
scalp,
your
freshens
The creature gave a long sigh and
about us some one who had seen checks dandruff and falling hair. This
us In a zoo.
They would hear then stimulating "beauty-Ionic- "
gives to then lighted a little candle which he
that we came from the southern part thin, dull, fading hair that youthful carried In a blrchbark candlestick.
GENUINE
"I won't hurt you," he said; "no, I
of Australia and Tasmania.
brightness and abundant thickness
you.
hurt
won't
either of
I heurd you
"They would hear that our plumage All druggists! Adv.
wanted to have adventures und I
Is glossy, shiny, beautiful and black,
TOBACCO
thought"
except around the beaks and so forth.
The Comparison,
your
"We
want
don't
kind,"
said
"Can you Imagine anything more
And tney would hear that we were
the boy.
of good size and that we were beautithin than that singer's tones?"
"No, please, no," said the girl.
"Hardly, unles it Is a skeleton's
ful, and that all who wanted to have
"Patience." said the creature, and
fine exhibitions of swans and geese
they saw his face now In the candleand ducks would want members of
light, for before they had not dared
our family In It."
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured to look. It was kindly and Jolly and
"Of course," said the Trumpeter by local application, aa they
round. He looked almost
a moon
Swnn, "If they talked more about reach the diseased portion of thecannot
ear. with legs and arms, tuklnglike
a walk on
constituswans they would hear that we were Catarrhal Deafness require
HALL'S CATARRH the earth.
treatment
one of the largest of the families of tional
MKDICINU is a constitutional remedy.
"I've come to tell you," said the
swans to be found anywhere. They Catarrhal Deafness la caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining; of creature, "that I wasn't roaring. You
would hear of our beautiful white the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube Is
a little afraid when you went to
Inflamed you have a rumbling; sound or were
plumage.
bed and so the slightest sound made
Imperfect
and when It I entire"And they would know tlint we liked ly closed, hearing,
Deafness Is the result Unless you think of wild animals.
11
here In the zoo and were pleasant the inflammation can be reduced, your
"I've come most especially to tell
hearing; may be destroyed
forever.
nnd friendly.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE acta you, though, that there are no such
.
m
"They might even heat that we were through the blood on the mucous sur- things as bogeys and ghosts.
And If
faces of the system, thus reducing the Inlenders of swan society here."
flammation and restoring normal condi- you're going to spoil your trln hv
"And If they talked more of swans," tions.
Inugtnlng all sorts of foolish things,
Circulars free. All Drngerfst.
said the Mute Swan, "they would
yo'i're a pair of silly children.
F. J. Cheney It Co., Toledo, Ohio
know that I had a black knob at the
"Oood by. nnd oh," the creature
7
"TCatfrVltbuildir
bottom of my bill. They would know,
The Condition.
shouted as he put out his candle nnd
too, that Mrs. Mute Swan has the bayou
cJMan
up
some
good
who sens the waning of
dish
"Can't
went off, "please remember thnt there
bies come here, for she thinks the zoo
their mental and phralcal powera,
to amuse the company?"
aren't such creatures as ghosts and
may foraetall an early aecllaa by
Is a nice place fur little Mute Swnn
"Yes, If you can cook up some
bogeys. But If vou think every sound
tha uaaofFORCB.
babies.
means something when you hear It at
Woman wl'l dlaoover In FORCE
"They'd know more of these things
worthy aid to renewed health and
night, I feel sorry for your nights, for
(reater intereat In Ufa. FORCE h
If they talked about swans. Yes, that
eM aa nlUiik im$tUU ntrywUm.
Red Cross Ball Blue Is the finest the leaves and the wind and the walls
Is true."
product of Its kind In the world. Ev- nnd the doors and the ceilings and the
Makes for Strength"
"It
Important
most
'But
of all," said ery woman who has used It knows shrubs und everything else must movo
the Black Swan, "would he for them this statement to be true.
nnd change their position once In a
to know that all swans weren't white,
while."
160 ACHKS .N DK'.VKY CO.. OKLAHOMA.
in(-no, indeed,
snouid know that
On
So they went back to sleep, and were Ha cultivated, bal. paeture. Improved.
You never can tell. There are
lilichway. Tel. itally mall, good erhool.
atata
one of the Important Swan families Is
smaller people In the world than those really very thankful to have had this rnoe tt.noo. w. H. Cumpion. Camarco.
great
fuutlly."
the
Black Swan
adventure.
with shrinking dispositions.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
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No cigarette has
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flavor as Lucky
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We keep a fresh Stock of Luffs Candi's.
hot and cold drinks and 'Hot CHILE CON CAKN1E

the favoriate dish for theo cold days
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our territory and we are anxious to
see that YOU get BEST SERVICE
possible and our representative
there will be glad to look
after your needs, and
when in Roswell
call on US.
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New Mexico.

Department of tho Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Feb 12, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that Walter VV.
Chaney, of Jenkins, N. M. who, on Fab
26, 1916, mad orig H.JE. No. 034OO2,
for
Ses. iO, and who on July 17,
1918, made add H. E. No. 038(107, for
Township
Section iO,
Nff,
N.
M. P. Meridian,
Range 35-has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof , to establish c'aim
to the land aboved described, hefore
William R. Blanchard, U. S.
at Jenkins, N. M. on the 34
day of March 1921.
'talmnnt names as vltnesies:
J. letcher Wilson, Ben R. Warren,
D. Alonzo Glenn, these of Jenkins, N.
M. Mrs. Chirks C. Cantrell, of Elida,
f 18 mi8
N. M.
Emmett Pattern, Register.

I

.

SEXTON & ROBERTS

KOTICE FOB

THE UNIVERSAL CAD

The Kenna Record
aUDLISHED WEEKLY
By

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. White
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Entered t'ebriurv Jth 19U7 at the K.una,
Jew Mexico, Foil Office, a second Olan
4ai' Matter.

Roswell Auto ComDanu,

ufcar'pt!on $1.09 Par Yar In
Adyenee

adverMaclDg rates made knowa on appileaiios

New Mexico.

Roswell,

r,

A'otlre for Publication.
Department of the Interior, V. 8
Laud Office at Fort Saioner, N. M.,
Jah. 19, kj2i.
Notice is hereby given that John
R. Ballard, of Olive, N. M. who, on
June 15, 1920. made add Hd. E. No.
or
Lots i. 2, 3, 4,
016778,
Township
S4H)i, ' Section 1,
M.
P.
N.
Range
27-Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described before Alvin C. White, U. S. Commissioner, at Kenna, N. M. on the 3, day of
March
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. Malone,
Henry T. Jones,
Harvey H. Lucas, John F. Van Eaton.
j2 f25
all Of Olive, N. M.
W. K. McGill. Reister.
:

E

Koflre for Publication.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M
Notice is
Feb 8, iq2j.
herebygivan that Oliver II. Slade, of
Elida, N. M. who on Stpt., 1, 1917,
made H. E. No.. 041518, for
Range . N. M, P.
Sec. 25, Twp.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tomake final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Alvin C. White, U. S. Commissioner, at Kecna, N. M, on the 17 day
jf March 19a 1.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William H. Landess, John H. Reeves, Henderson L. Thomas, these of
Elida, K. M. Richard L. Samples, of
New Hope, N. M.
fn mix

E,

7--

34-E-

Emmett Patton, Register.

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior

U. S. Land Office

Jan.

4,

at Roswell, N.

M.

1921.

Notice is hereby given that Thomas A.
Tillinghast, of Elida, N. M. who
on Dec, 6, 1920, made add H. E.
No. 048393, for NEXi Section 27,
Kje 3O-HKSEX.Sec. 22, Twp.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
iutontion to make final three year proof
to establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Alvin C. Wnite, U. S
Commissioner at Kenna, N. M. on the
15, day of Feb. lyil.
Claimant names a witnesses:
John B. Tillinghast, of Elida, N. M.
Luther M. Carmichael, Joseph A.
Cooper, Willie A. Fry, these of Kenna. N. M.
J7 f4
Emmett Patton, Register.
6--

KOTICE

OF PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N,

l'b

i2, 19'V

M.
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New Mexico.

Roswell, N.
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E. Willinf ham, deed, of Jenkins, N.
S. Blanchard, U. S. Commissioner, at M. who, on March 2j, 1916, made HE,
Jenkins, N. M. on the 17, day of Mch, No. 0J4398, for
Nf, Sec. n, Twp.
102. 1
Medicine
Range 35-N.M.P. Meridian, ha
DAVID L. QEYCR
Claimant names as witnesses:
filed notice of intention to make final
Lawrence A. Gray, James D. Tank-ersle- three year proof to establish claim
LAND OrriK"FftACTICC
to
Lawrence N. Waldrip, J. Ed the land above described, before
m
Wm.
M. fn mu R.
of
N.
Jenkins,
all
Forbes,
Blanchard, U. S. Commissioner, at
Office Odd Fellows Bldg
ROSWELL,!
Emmett Patton. Register.
Jenkins, n. M. on the 17 day of March
1921.
SoUee far Publlcatlem.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office an Roswell, N. M.
J. Fletchei Wilson, Charles D. DobFeb., 8, t.921.
bins, Jake E. Hetison, Ben R. WarNotice is hereby given that Ethel E. ren, all of Jenkins, N. II. fn mil
QEPARTHEXT OF THE IXTS310B
Tankersley, one of the heirs of Lorena
Emmett Patton, Register.
U. S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
0- -0
Notice is
N. M, Jan., 6, ig2i.
hereby fiventhat Lawrence H. Cross-land- ,
XL 6. 'Commissioner,
of Roswell, N. M. who oa
29, 1917, made orif. H. E. No.
June
0- -0
x
R,
O1691O, for S)i, Section 2j, T.
111
.
Office Rcom 12, 1st., National Bank
and on Sept, 17, 19.18, made add
.
jtrm Kit
Bldg.
H.
E. O16914, for NX, Seetioa
22-M.
Range
N.
Twp.
P.
4- -S
2j,
New Mexico.
Koswell,
Meridian has filed notice of iatentiea to
make final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore Alvin C. White, V. S. Cominis-ioneat Kenna. N. M. on the at. day
A.
of Feb 1921.
Claimant aawea aa Witaeetea:
Obstetrics A Specialty
Archie L. Elmore, Wnburn V. Carter Warren K. Williams, Isom T.
Jffc Flt Df South ol Posk 0ff,C,
Blyth, all of Rotwell, N. M. jxt f 18
Phone: -:- - -:- - 83 ii
W. R- - McGill, Reenter.

j

and

Obstetrics,

Elida.

9-- S

I

sriik it.

J

N. M.

)an C. lavage,

.

jlffe"

4--

ja-E-

PEACE TIME
mu
Pct

.f

r 7;

r,

Dr.

J. Evans,

Notice is here-- '
:
:
by given that Albert G. Atkinson Sr., j
:
ELD AS
MM
of Klida, N. M. who on July 16, 1918,1
for' Local Surgeon for Santa Fe
made alJ Hd. E. No. 033236,
V.fi, Section jj. Township.
5 S
L'ge,
Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Alvin C.
M.
White, U. S. Commissioner, at Kenna,
N. M. on the 19 day of Match 1921.
KAN lift CATTLE tuid SHEEP
Claimant names as witnesses'.
COMMISSION DEALER
Hen lerson L. Thomas, ClnvelanJ C.
Pyle, Marion M. Pyle, Wil iam D.
Roiwcll, N, M
'i hornas, all of Elida, N. M. fi8 mi8 124 North Main
Emmett ration, Register.

J

W. Hodges

.

PORT ALES
ABSTRACT CO.

G. W. ZINKV

Notice for Publication

Department of the Interior

U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Notice is here
Feb. 8, igti.
by given that Roy V. Medlin, of Jenkins, N. M., who, on Oet. 30, 1917,
made orig. Hd. E. 042180, for S)i,
Sec. 23, and who on July 17 191S wade
add
042181,
II . E. No.
E4, Section 33, Township
Range 34-N. M. P, Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to estahish claim to
the land above described, before Wm.

fr

9--

J

merteena whe contribute te the Red Cross would feel amply reaaift
far their generosity If they could see what tt means to bundrets of thousand
ef war weary sufferer in the Bulkans. Here Is a widowed Roumanian mother
with her Are children Just after a visit to a Red Cross relief station. All ar
fcerefoGt and the boy at the left Is wearlDg clothes made of scraps from the
battlaield. They bare juvt received winter clothing-- , food and coodetuttd
isallk for the baby. Similar work la being dona for Russian refugees driven
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EtfSE.

Sec 9, SWY, and WtfSEV
Range
Township.
27-N. M. P. Meridian, Las filed notice
of intention to make final three year
Proof, to establish claim to the lnd
above described, before A. D. hatten.
U. a. Commissioner at Elknis, N. M. on
the iS day of Feb. 1921
Claimant niatnes as witnesses!
John F. Van Eaton, of Elkins, N.
M. Thomas L. Moore, Will It. Jones,
these of Olive, N. M. Dora M. Mur
j 14 fn
phy, of Duke, Okla.
W.-R- .
McGill,
Register.

THRIFT IS POWER

Notice To

Section

Chaves County

lax Payers

SAVE AND SUCCEED
Htttft WKi

?

HUi'i-

f

-

1

On account of business and

other conditions in my office I will be unable to
come to Kenna this year to assess the
people of Chaves County, so they will
either have to go to Kenna before A. C.
White or fill out their schedules and
mail them to my office.

CALIFORNIA
&

X
X

Land of c'imatic benefits $
and wonderful aluremonts
for those who seek health or x

jj recreation.
You may stop orer at the
9 Grand Canyon of Arizona,
K on your way.
For particular as to train
$
$ tamce, fairs, etc., see the
local Affent or write

T. B. Gallahep,
Yours Truly,

G. C.

Gen

Agent.

I

Roswcll, New Mexico.,

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior, U. B
Land Office at Fort Sumner. N. U.
Jany 8, :g2i.
Notice is
hereby given that Jamel W. Brawley
of Duke, Okla., who, on March 2
1916, made orig H. E No. 013739, for
NWV, Sec. I5.T..
R. 17.E. and
addH.Eoi39J4ior SWi,', Sec 13. T 5.8,
Range 27-and add H.E. 017698, for
S

CT2r2a35ESEEM

John Howell and Dave Miller
were Elida visitors yesterday.

G. W. Shirley was in from

Miss Pearl Bramlett

1$,

NEX, Sec,

EtfNEY,SSEtf,Sec
Twp.

Range
has filed
aouce of intention to make final three
year proof to estalish claim to the land
above described before A. D. Chattrn,
U. S. Commissioner, at Elkins, N. M
on the 18, day of Feb 1921.
ClaJxnaat names as witnesses :
James W. Brawlcv. of Duke. Okla.
John F. Van Eaton, of Olive, N. M.
Will R. Jones, Thomas L. Moore.
these of Olive, N. M.
il4 fn
W. R. McGill, Register

27--

15,

R08 vTELL, n. m.

Attorney. '
Praetlelna before mii Courta
Sapeeia'l attention to United

Statii Land

Office proceed-

ings.
Office

riret National Bank

,

pr.-ciac- ts

4

-

. G. T. Littlefield was an official
W. P. Littlefield left yestervisitor in Portales Monday and day for Kansas City with a car

Tuesday

load of

fat corn fed

ASSESSOR'S NOTICE TO THE PUQLICI

calves.

.

.'

M. W. Hodges of Roswell

Pre.

BUAZ

Name and Location
Date.
1. Portales, Assesors office
Jan 1 to
Feb 24.
13, Midway, Tom Davisous res Jan 17
Jan-1- 8
it, Inez, Postoffice
IS, Old Redland, Cox's Store
Jan. 19
15, Garrison, Brown's Stcf
Jan. aO
6, Longs, Postoffice
Jan. ai
.
Jag. 24
ir, Rogers, Postoffice
jO, Richland, Postofike
Jan. ?5
24, New Hepe, Postoffice
Jan. 26
17, Redlake, Postoffice
Jan. 27
25, Delphos, Postoffice
Jan. 28

NEWS.

Elwyn Ernst came up from
Roswell Saturday to spend a few
days at home.

en-rout- e

Mr. and Mrs. Ciary from Ten
nessee have. located in Boaz for
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lucas a short time.
and Miss Ruby Cannon of Elida
and Thomas Boyd, who is here
C. C. Laton was a passenger
from Albuquerque where he at for Roswell Thursday.
tends school, were callers in
Kenna last Sunday.
P. E. McCarter spent Sunday
and Monday at home.
' II. B, Wagoner returned home
Wednesday from Ciso, Texas.
B. W. Newlin and family
spent Sunday at their ranch.
Misses Iva Roberts and Pearl
Bramlett attended the Valen
James Brawley came in last
tine social at Elida and report i
week
from Oklahoma to make
very enjoyable time.
final proof on his homestead. -

Fry transacted business

N. W. Harrell spent a
days in Roswell last week.

few

.

"The laws of t State of N-- v
Mexico require that every inhabitant df the state, of fuli agn and sound mind, shall, in each ye
make a list of all property subject to taxation of which he is the owner
or ha the control or management. Such list must be on the form prescribed by Uw by the SUte Tx Com nUskm and nvist hi nude and
filed in the office cf the County Assesor on or after the first day of Jan-uar- y
and not lat r than the last business day of February of each year.
In compliance with the law an for the convenience of taxpayers
I will be at the various places in Ro3evelt county on the respective
dates as follows, for the purpose of taking lists of property.

H. II. Henson closed a deal
II. T. and Jim Jones and moth
er left Monday morning for Cis- this week wherein he becomes
co, Texas, where they will spend owner of the M. D. Manges and
a few days attending; to business J. B. and Bud Ward land which
Interests. They were accompan- consists of 944 acres whiclTis
ied by MIbs Vera Jones who went located Beven miles southeast of
on to Ft Worth to visit relatives. town.

II. II. Ilenson and family have
moved from the T71 ranch house
to the first house south of the
,
church.

5-- S

M. P. Meridian

M.

Nolice is hereby giveu ta the taxpayers of Roosevelt County New
Mexico, that the Tax Assea.r'or a deputy will viai the
of the
county at the time and place designated below, for the purpose of making the asseemen!- of atl laxable property for the year 1921.

returned hi? ranch s0uth cast of town
Sunday from Por tales, where Thursday with some nice goat
she spent the week-en- d
with her meat for which he found a ready
parents.
sale.

W. A.

10,

Notice to Taxpayers!

J. D. White is spending a few
and Mrs. Joe Jett were days in Roswell attending1 to
business visitor here Monday business.
from their ranch near Claudell.

llr.

in Roswell this week- -

SE, Sec.

--

LOCALS

M,

any. 8, 1921. ' Notice is herey riven
teat Dora M. Murphy, of Dkue, Okla..
widow
of Miles P. Murnhv. de
ceased who on March, 24, 1916, made
orig., Hd. E. No. 013740, for SEV,
Sac. 15, T.
R. 27 E, and on Dec.
27, 1918, made add H. E. 016789, for

HAROLD HURD,

I

through town Tuesday
to Portales.

Ha tree for fakUeaUaa.

Department of the Interior
Lftnd Office at Fort Sumner, N.

Amarillo, Texas.

Hanna Assessor!

Chaves County,

Tassenffer

iO,

Kenna, Kenna Bank
Jan. 31
Pre.
Name and Location
Date.
10, Valley View, old postoffice Feb. 1
Feb. 2
9, Eagle Mill, school house
Feb. 3
9. Milncsaud, postoffiee
8, Bluit postoffice
Fab. 4
a8, Lingo, postoffice
Feb. 5
18 Upton, postoffice
Feb. 7
ao, Claudell, postofficj
Feb. 8
3, Dereuo, postoffice
Fb. g
Feb iO raj u
5, Tolar, post office
22, Perry, school house
Fab. i2
2. Elida, MeBrvde's store
Feb. 14 to 19 inclusive
29,

.

Any person failing to m:et me at these jpjointments miy make
return to my officj in PorUIM at any ti tie within the limits fixd by
law as given above, or blank for making rendition will b'i sent upon
application, by m til or in person, to my office.
"A penalily of twenty-fivper cent in addition fo the royu'ar
.
IS
.1
value or an property not listed for
valuation, must 00 aaaoa 10 me
assessment within the time and in the form praicrited by law.
exceptions cao be made in this law."
o

.

.

I

if

St

Rsppec1 fully

your,

J

J. A. Pipkin.

Assessor

R003EVELT COUNTY NEW MEXICO

Bltfa

.
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NATION IN DANGER HOPPE'S

DRESSMAKER

mm

EXCELLENCE

AS BALKLINE PLAYER

MADE WELL
Followed a Neighbor's Advice
and Took Lydia EL Pinkham't
Vegetable Compound
Vernon, Tex. "For three years I
uffered untold agony each month with
pains in my sides. I
I

tempo--

only

round

I

rary relief in doctor's
medicine or anything
else 1 took until my
husband saw an

Farm Abandonment Has Created
Most Serious Situation.
Pood Supply Threatened Through the
Drift of the Population to the
Cities Now la Great Opportu.
nity to Take Up Land.

The question, "How is the country
fo lie fed If the population continues
to drift 19 the cities?" Is one that
nhould ('rente an notation that will
bring about a reply that will mean a

of solution.

Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com-

I mentioned
it to a neighbor and
she told me she had
taken it with good
results and advised
me to try it. I was then in bed part of
the time and my doctor said I would
have to be operated on, but we decided
to try the Vegetable Compound and I
also used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash. I am a dressmaker and am now
able to go about my work and do my
housework besides. You are welcome
to use this letter as a testimonial as I am
always glad to speak a word for your
medicine." Mrs. w. M.Stephens, 1103
N. Commerce St., Vernon, Texas.
Dressmakers when overworked are
prone to such ailments and should profit
by Mrs. Stephen's experience.
Write to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co. (confidential), Lynn, Mass., about
your health. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman and
pound.

held in

strict confidence.

Appropriate Peril.
"We lind a narrow escape when we
turned suddenly on that narrow path
along the cliff they call the Razor."
"Yes, It must have been a close
shave."

Find the Cause

!

It isn't right to drag along feeling
miserable half sick. Find out what is
making you feel bo badly and try to
correct it. Perhaps your kidneys are
causing that throbbing backache or
thoee sharp, stabbing pains. You may
have morning lameneHs, too, headaches,
dizzy spells and irregular kidney action.
Use Doan't Kidney Pilli. They have
helped thousands of ailing folks. Ask
your neighbor I

An Oklahoma Case

tm PWm

C. C. Wheel- -

Mrs.

Ttlb 1 JtWY"

T
f KSar,er'
tSOkla..

I

71

ii

4

mm
X!':'

-

.

.'. Amklrinevfi

s h o mlnKo,
says: "My

!'tft'i1:,jfc"ldlsordered

' v .'
:

j- -

.if KSSri--

h ac

m a
and I
A

ache In the small
Whan
.......
J hnolr
' mv
ot up from a
chair sharp pains
1

iy.'.

Cbark. I felt tired
land languid. My
kidneys acted Irregularly, too. A box
of Doan'a Kidney rills have always
quickly and thoroughly relieved me."
Gat Doan'a at Any Store, 60c a Bos

DOAN'S

iy,Djiv

FOSTER. MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. V.

A GOOD TONIC
Houston, Texas :
I was In a terribly
n
condition of health after a
slego of ptomaine poisoning, and then
the Influenza. I could
not seem to regain my
strength, and was re
ally not able to do my
housework. I knew I
needed a good tonic
and builder and re-membered how m
folks used to regard
"J
Dr. Pierce's remedies
V
"Sk
In my girlhood days,
and then I decided to
take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. After taking the second bottle
I found It was doing me a world of good.
My strength retured rapidly, and I felt
better In every way.
I am glad Indeed to recommend the
medicine that did me so much good."
Mks. Gerthudb Sell, 2117 Common St
All druggists liquid or tablets.
run-dow-

trX

i

The census, recently completed, reveals a situation truly alarming, one that hns never been known
In the United States before. The urban population Is now greater than
that of the rural districts by about
4,000.000. Cities and towns, each with
more than 2,.r00 Inhabitants, contain
ft4,318,0.'t2 persons, or 51.4 per cent of
the total population, while the farms
and smaller towns together claim only
fil,!?!)!),7:?!t persons, or 48.0 per cent of
the total.
As Is pointed out by an Influential
Chicago dally, "the drift to the cities
Is thus proved and, reduced to figures,
showing a
condition of the
Industrial life."
Farming Is and must remain the
basic Industry of the world, and certainly should remain the basic Industry of n nation with n continental
area like ours. It Is small profit to
gain the riuirkets of the world with
manufactured goods If agriculture hns
decnyed so badly as to furnish an uncertain subsistence for our people, and
fluctuating crops are reflected In price
changes that upset the economic life
of the country. Yet we are within
measurable distance of that condition,
If the present or recent drift toward
the cities continues.
Most writers on this topic take It
for granted that young folks go from
farms to cities merely to make more
money.
Doubtless that Is something
of a motive at all times and was a
very strong one In the period Immediately after the war, when city Industries paid wages totally Impossible for
farmers to rival.
It is hoped that this drifting hns
reached Its apex. Unless It has, and
there still remains a possibility of Its
continuance, the effect cannot be foretold. The great wave of manufactures
for war purposes hns censed, and with
It the number of those employed In
factories Is diminishing by thousands
dally. It Is therefore hoped that there
will again be heard the slogan, "Forward to the Land." If prices to which
farm land has reached are prices prohibitive to many, the opportunity Is
still open elsewhere. There are states
possessing lnrge areas of good Innd
that mny still be had at prices within
the rench of many, and It Is doubtless
true that In
It will
be necessary to bring these lands under cultivation. The prices are not
high, considering their value. Then,
too, there are the lnnds of Western
Canada, that hold out an Inviting pros-nec- t.
Reports from there show that
the prosperity of the farmers there Is
not mythicul. Farming there is conducted on scientific principles, and
the cllmnte Is such as appeals. The
production amply repays all the expenditure that may be made. The
social conditions are of a character
that make farm life a pleasure, and
tends to keep the young man and
young woman from pining for urhnn
life with so many drawbacks. If conditions as ahove mentioned, showing
such a large percentage of population
In the cities and towns, continues, they
will require food. The opportunity to
supply It Is by the means suggested.
Go forward to the farm, become Independent, and become a factor In
supplying the world's needs In cattle,
sheep, grain and such other commodities as the fnrm will produce nnd
the resident of the city requires.
Advertisement.

BETTER
DEAD
Life Is a burden when the body
it racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

COLD MEDAL

Leakier,

Mjl

bub Cold
m
ea4 .cc.pt
imituioa

ttt Ui

Cuticura Soap
Clear (hei Skin

f

Saa

50c, Talcaai 25c

(now That

Llotliors

Position Play Cham
plon

Far Outclasnd Welker

Coch.
ran, and Jake Schaefer, Hla
Two Great Rivals,

Genuine Castoria
i""!! r.nH01.-- a PER GENU AVcdabfeTrcpafatk5irAsJ.imiiaiifHMheTbodbrScttla.-- l
1
i tlnthcStomacts awl Bowebrf

Willie Ifoppe's superiority as a mas.

ter of balkllne billiards was never

more clearly demonstrated thun dur
ing the final round of the national
championship tournament at the Llotel
Astor. In the past he has Invariably
far outclassed his rivals and In so doing showed that he was In a class by
himself, but the contrast between the
finesse of play hns not been as force:
fully outlined.
In
billiards, or, In other
words, as a shot maker, Welker Coch-- .
ran and Jake Sclmefer, the players
who opposed hlin, proved almost the
equal of lloppe, but that is not the
real foundation of balkllne playing. It
was In position pluy that the contrast
was greatest. In this
es
sential lloppe far outclassed his two
rivals.
lloppe was always looking
ahead, as a balkllner should. He knew
with an Impressive degree of accuracy

Cheerfulness and RestCoatatoJ j

Always
Beara tho

Signature
of

rennerupium,!""

Hiasnl NoTBAHcpi'v,

Ji

JF

ft

Vestal Hoses
aiaMMa

Excel in form, vitality
and loveliness. A yard
of these exquisite rosea
makes a fairyland about
the
For years we
' have made a specialty of
roses Vestal's have a
national reputation. Plant
anytime. Safe delivery
guaranteed.

Anns

ft

.fcv

In

.
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"
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sinful PfrnedT for

Use

ConstlpaaonandDiarThoet

and rewnsiinc"
SLEEP '

T.rs

For Over

miteSijnat

'"

Thirty Years
T

s

1
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11

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

TM

CCNTAUR

COMPANY,

NEW VOSK CITT.

3
HIMALAYAS IN SECOND PLACE

i

FELT SOMETHING WAS WRONG

Exploratlona In Tibet Have Revealed Youngster's Experience Made Him
Existence of a More Massive
Doubt Whether His Prayera Were
Mountain Range.
Really Acceptable.
Among the greatest results achieved
In the smoking room of La France,
by the Hedln explorations In Tibet on a cool, rough, windy day, George
was the discovery of a continuous Gould said:
mountain chain, 2,000 miles long,
"These winter passages are unstretching east and west, and which, pleasant, but they're never dangerous.
taken as a whole, is the most massive
"One bleak December day I was sitrange on the crust of the earth. Its ting, wrapped up in furs and rugs, in
average height above sea level is a sheltered corner of the promenade
greater than that ef the Himalayas, deck of n Cunarder. The seas were
and although its peaks ore from 4,000 mountains high. The good old boat
to 5,000 feet lower than Mount Ever seemed to stand on her head one minest, its passes average 3,000 feet high ute, and the next she reared right up
er than those of the Himalayas.
on her hind legs.
The eastern and western parts of
"A tiny tot of a boy made his way
Hoppe Demonstrating Masse Shot.
this range were known before, but the cautiously to the young and pretty
where the two object bulls would rest central and highest part, in Bongba, matron seated next me. He steadied
when he had finished making the point was unexplored previous to Doctor himself against her deck chair and
immediately before him. He knew, Hedln's visit. He crossed ten passes said :
too, whether he would then be In a In the range.
"'Mamma, Is it wrong to pray that
position to get the balls out of balk
we get home safe?'
Mother Goose, Linguist.
and still continue scoring.
"'Of course not, darling.'
Mary's mother was improving the
To accomplish these things as Hoppe
"'Well,' he went on, 'I've been
did, second ball ploy was a leading shining hours with a little French con- kneeling on n locker trying to pray
factor. It Is simple enough to stroke versation, which Mary, nged four, was that we arrive safe In port, and each
the first object ball so thut the playtr finding somewhat irksome. To some time I begin the ship heaves up and
will know where it Is going to come to remark her mother replied "Oul, oul," throws me on the deck.'."
a stop, but it Is quite another matter at which Mary suld, In an exasperated
,
to figure to, hit the second object ball, tone :
Mixed Tempera.
whether It will be on the Inside or the
"Don't talk that pig talk to me."
"You told me this lawyer was a
outside and with what speed. Hoppe's
"That Isn't pig talk, 'dear;
man of amiable temper."
second ball playing was almost per.
"Yes, it Is, too, mother. That's Just
"Well, so he is."
feet, and had it not been for the ad- what the little pig said all the way
"But I fo"iid out at court he was
verse atmospheric conditions that pre-- , home." Harper's.
a cross examiner."
vnlled throughout most of the matches,
there Is little doubt that his runs and
jjUUUU.IUUUUUUUUUUUUllUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUl.li!
his averages would have been greater.
a
These conditions militated against the
best billiards being played and, of
course, seriously affected the playing
of Cochran and Schaefer as well.
The contrast In delicate work was
particularly marked In the control the
players were able to exercise over the
balls when they were In the corners.
I
In the open Cochran and Schaefer
played Just as brilliantly as did the
a
champion, but when It came to the extremely fine work required In governf
ing the action of the Ivories in close
manipulation there was no comparison.
1
Hoppe proved in this work that he is
in a class by himself.
i
Years ago Hoppe so far outclassed
I
all other players In this country at 18.1
i
balkllne that the game virtually became a dead one in the' United States.
Few balkllne players were willing to
match their skill against Hoppe's at
this style of play. They realized It
!
was a useless task. A similar condition Is rapidly developing at the someI
what easier game of 18.2.

w
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The longer you boil

Postum Cereal
the better it is

'Vour reward will be such
richness of flavor as would
please most coffee or tea

Toronto Gets O'Neill.
Jimmy O'Neill, who played at shortstop for the Senators part of last season, has been released to Larry
Doyle's Toronto club in part payment
for O'Rourke,
Yale's Rowing Schedule.
Yale's rowing schedule in 1021 calls
for varsity races with all Its big Eastern rivals either at home or away in
dual or triangular events.

Send for Our Spring Guide!
Gives valuable Information
and lista hundreds of roses,
plants, fruits and berries. Jt'g

f

re

fa

writ t Jot tt today.

uiU Rock. Ark.

Cornell and Dartmouth Deal,
three-yea- r
agreement for football
games between Cornell and Dartmouth
will become effective next fall.
A

Jos. W. Vestal & Sen

Zox do

n

U

AW

ball-to-ba- ll

pure, wholesome cereal

PLANT ROSES!
aBBBBamBBi

AND OINTMENT

25c, Oi.ha.at 25

In

For Infante and Children.

drinkers.

ie.

The national remedy of Holland for over
JOO yaara; it ia an enemy of all paina resulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
troublaa. All druggists, thraa sizes.

Cleariy Demonstrates Superior
ity in Recent Match.

j
I

I

drink contains nothing harmful. Its regular use proves
a comfort and an economy.

Try

Postum Cereal
"There's a Reason"

Sold by grocers everywhere
Made by Bastum Cereal Co,Inc,Battle CreelOlich.
y.nivinnnnnnnnnnnnnffnfTninntnnnntiwffnt!nnnnffnnannnnnnwnnffL
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Improved Roads

m f if m nm
"Dodson's Liver Tone" is Taking Place of Dangerous,
Sickening Chemical, Say Druggists

UU

MUCH MONEY FOR IMPROVING
Over $400,000,000 Expended on Rural
Roads and Bridges During Calendar Year of 1919.

Dodson's Liver Tone Is a pleasant-tasting- ,
purely vegetable remedy,
harmless to both children and adults.
Take a spoonful at night and wake up
feeling tint;; no biliousness, sick headache, acid stomach or constipated
bowels. It doesn't gripe or cause Inconvenience all the next day like violent calomel. Take a dose of calomel
today and tomorrow you will feel
weak, sick and nauseated. Don't lose
a day. Adv.

(Prepared

by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
During the calendar year 1919, 40
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States of the Union expended over
their rural roods and
bridges, the bureau of public roods of
the United States Department of Ag
riculture recently announced. This to
tal Is made up of the actual cosh expenditures for such Items as labor,
materials, supervision and adminis
tration, nmountlng to $389,455,0:11, and
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Kill That Cold With
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$100,000,000 on

Every druggist In town has noticed
great fulling off In the sale of
calomel. They all give the same
son.
Dodson's ' Liver Tone is taking
Its place.
"Calomel Is dangerous and people
know It." Dodson's Liver Tone Is personally guaranteed by every druggist
who sells It. A large bottle doesn't
cost very much but If It falls to give
easy relief In every case of liver sluggishness and constipation, Just ask
for your money back.
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La Grippe

digestion.

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Talc no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
Breaks tip a cold in 24 hoars Relieves
Grippe In 3 days Excellent for Headache
Quinine In this form does not affect the bead Caacara is beat Tonic
Laxative No Opiate in Hill's.

Cedar Creek Concrete Bridge at
isvllle, Ky.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT
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ABOUND IN ROMANCE

I

SEEN

LOVE

IN

NEW

LIGHT

Written Testimonial of the Trials and Old Idea of Affection All Wrong, Ac
cording to Pronouncements of
Triumphs of the Men Who
Modern Scientists.
Fashioned Them.
"Science revolutionizes our Ideas.'
The speaker was W. L. George, the
English feminist lecturer. He resumed!
"A millionaire contractor was con
pininlng to a scientific friend of
mine that a beautiful actress bad
accepted his proposal of marriage,
only he hud Just discovered that she
did so for purely mercenary motives.
"But my scientific friend pooh'
poohed the millionaire contractor's
lament.
" 'What a queer devil you are 1'
he said. 'You want to be loved for
your looks alone that Is, for the
position In space of the atoms, Ions,
what-no- t
molecules
which
and
chance, working through some Dar
winian selective theory, has grouped
together in the entity that Is your
And you hate to
self. Itidlculous!
be loved for your wealth for a
financial achievement, that Is to say,
which Is an unimpeachable testlmoni
al to your Industry, intelligence, so
briety and virtue.' "

Nothing Is more romnntlc than the
trail, remarks a writer In the Los Angeles" Times. It la the artery of trade
and life Itself. On land It moves about
the bases of the mountains, out of the
lowlands, winding through the chaparral, along the easy grades of the canyons, never forcing Its way, but definitely avoiding the slippery rock face
and the poison oak ; upward Into the
fresh air that breathes through the
pass; on, through the pass and Into
the unknown beyond, Into the valley of
heart's desire It carries the laden mule
and the traveler with his pack.
Across the great deserts the trail Is
a caravan route, seeking the shades of
cliff and avoiding the shifting dunes ;
stretching unerringly toward the next
water hole. It Is the written testimonial of the trials and triumphs of the
men who huve gone before. It Is the
only pathway of the devout pilgrim, as
of the warlike Bedouin. Every habitation of man tlmt has ever dominated
one of these great trails has made history nnd bus been in its day a treasure
bouse.
X

Horrible Death.
"How does a hairdresser
doys?"
"He curls up and (Mes."

convict labor and statute labor, the
value of which, not definitely known,
Is estimated at about $132,000,000. So
far as possible, all expenditures on
city streets within Incorporated towns
and cities and all Items of sinking-fun- d
payments or the redemption and
Interest payments on road and bridge
bonds have been excluded.
The road and bridge expenditures
for 1019 show an Increase of approxiper cent over those of
mately 33
1918 and 70 per cent over those of
1914. More striking, however, Is the
Increase In the proportion of the total funds supervised by the several
state highway departments. In 1918
the expenditures by or under the supervision of the state highway departments amounted to $117,285,208, while
the local road funds, over which they
exercised no control whatever, amounted to $108,812,025. In 1919, however,
the state highway departments supervised the expenditure of $200,202,694
as against the total of $189,163,237
expended by the local road and bridge
authorities.

TREES BEAUTIFY
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Barley-ithe sweetness of

GrapeMuts
The delicatelj rich flavor, natural
to the grains, is developed through
needs
20 hours baking. Grape-Nutno added sugar, and is rich in nourishment of a form easjr to digests
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are helping their husbands to prosper

Motor travelers all over the country have stimulated a contagious Interest in planting trees by the roadsides. The Federation of Women's
Clubs, which was one of the first national organizations to assist. In this
work, has planted many trees along
sections of the Lincoln highway,
writes Victoria Faber Stevenson in
Sinclair's Magazine. Today It Is beautifying many roads by planting trees
In memory of the men who served In
the World war. In fact, enthusiasm
for roadside tree planting Is evident
all over the country In the widespread
Interest which Is taken In "Roads of
Remembrance."
Patriotic and civic organizations,
women's clubs and boy scouts' units
nre providing miles of roadway with
oung oaks and elms. These sturdy
No Picnic.
trees, which will perpetuate the mem"Yes we were shipwrecked."
1
"Had to undergo some hardships ory of the men who took up arms for
America are also giving the roads
I
suppose?"
end his
I
"Some. There was no summer hotel beauty and Individuality.
Perhaps the most unique work of
handy."
this character which Is reported by
the American Forestry association Is
being done in Georgia around the city
of Macon. There the woman's auxiliary of the chamber of commerce Is
planting a huge cross of trees In honor of the men and women who went
to war from their vicinity.
s

d
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Enthusiasm Displayed All Over Country In Campaign for "Roads of
Remembrance."
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NUT TREES ALONG HIGHWAYS
Is' First State to Offer
ward for Beautifying Its Improved Roadways.

Michigan

Re-

'

Much Money for Roads.
Great iirltuln Is expending
000,000 a year on highways.

$140,

'

Land at $15 to $30 an Aero
Fertile
land similar to that which through many years has yielded from
tO

to 45 bushel ef wheat to the aera. Hundreds of (armera in Western;
Canada have raised crops in a single season worth more than the whole
coat of their land. With such crops come prosperity, independence, good
homes, and all the comforts and conveniences which make for happy living.

Gardens Poultry Dairying
Farm
re sources of income second only to grain growing and stock

tooa

climate, good neignDors, cnurcnes,
rural telephone, etc.. give you the
vwjyiiuiiiLicv ui el ncn ianu wiiu uib wir
Ten sen ces ot old settled districts.
For lllaatrstd littrratar, tnap, dmerlptlon of
portuoitles in Manitoba, Bukatctwwan,
ana AiDrta, raaucea rmuwsy rates, ate, writ
aOepevrUMot
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oi launisrsUitMi, OiUswa, Can., or

F. B. HEWITT
2012 Main St, Kansas City, Ho.
Canadian Government Agent

Even the soviet must have a boss.
WOMEN! USE "DIAMOND DYES"
Dye

Old Skirts,
Dresses, Waists,
Coats, Stockings, Draperies
Everything.

OXIDINE IN HOT WATER.V
Briass thm slow of hoalth to pal cbealta 4
A tablespoon fill of OX1IHNE In ft half class of

tint water taken regularly will improve the appetite, enrich the blood and tune up the functions
of the entire body. Mature will tlien do the real
toward making yon strong1 and wall. Thin treatment li also effective In warding oft eoMs, Flo,
Orlp and all malarial disorders. OXIDISE purifies your blood and tones np the entire tj:Utm.
60c at your drugtclat's. Adv.

Each package of "Diamond Dyes"
12G RIAMMOni JACKS
contains easy directions for dyeing any
I bara a mrfialn fur yoa, etiaie qalck.
article of wool, silk, cotton, linen, or
W. la llel'UIW'S JACK VAHM
CJ Kaplda, Iowa
mixed goods.
Bewurel
Toor dye
streaks, spots, fades, and ruins mateTRAPPERS' NOTICE
"dyed-look.- "
Buy Hold your Fun until you write ua for oar
rial by giving It
price liHt and car da.
We want Kurt.
All
"Diamond Dyes" only. Druggist has kinds.
The htfrhent ranli prices paid at all
timd. O. M. HL'NTINtl A Co.. 619 Forty-lx!- h
Color Card. Adv.
Street, Jtrooklyn. Nw York.
RCMOVIO bf Dr Bemr'B
Matrimony bus destroyed many
f
aruaTaTlat or of
FRECKLES
6:.c
Dr. C. H alatavo
sweet und pleasant delusions.
SB7S MtchlaM Avvaue, Cta
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Michigan Is the first state to offer
a reward for planting nut trees beside
highways. In Europe the profit from

roadside nut trees assists Id maintaining roads. Roadside nut trees
abroad are protected from vandalism
by public sentiment, and this Is true
of the nut orchards In the prhlcipal
centers of production in this

are clad

they encouraced them to so where they could make home of their
s
own save paying rent and reduce cost of living where they
could reach prosperity and independence by buying on aaiy farms.
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Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver
Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.

You will relish jrour meals without fear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They tnJ tht mxry
Contipoii.
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ALICB GRESIIAM DODD,
mother of the first Amerioan
oldier killed la France, who give
entire oredit for recovery of her
n
medicine
health to the
well-know-
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Will Tackle
H ighest Peak
Younghusband
Gets Permit to peaks are Kmcnlnjunga, 28,225 feet,
and
or Bride peak, whose altiScale Mount Everest, "Roof
tude Is 28.101 feet
of the World."
Duke Holds Record.
K--

NEVER YET

SCALED

BY

MAN

No European

Has Ever Approached
Nearer Than Sixty Miles From Its
Base and Few Travelers Have
Seen Its Upper Slope.

New York. Mount Everest,
the
lllmnlnyan peak called "the roof of
the world," which Sir Francis
the British soldier-explorewill attempt to climb next summer,
has never yet bean scaled by man.
Towering above the frontiers of the
hitherto forbidden land of Tibet and
the remote province of Nepal, India,
another land of mystery, the difficulties In even approaching Mount Everest have been sufficient to baffle explorers.
The world's highest peak lies In
Tibet, north of the British Indian border, yet, so far as known, no European has ever approached nearer than
CO miles from Its base and few travelers have ever seen Its' upper slopes.
Explorer Gets Permit.
The attempts which have been made
to ascend some of Mount Everest's
Bister peaks of the Himalayas usually
have been made though Nepal, because access to them through Tibet
was not open. The approach to Mount
Everest through Tibet Is said to be
more accessible and presents greater
prospects of success than from the
Nepal side.
Younghusband
Sir Francis
announced that the Tibetan government
had granted him permission to attempt the ascent of the mountain by
the Tibetan route. It was Sir Francis, who as colonel commanding a
British mission to the forbidden city
of Lhasa- In 1003-2- , opened Tibet to
civilization.
Mount Everest, named for Sir
George Everest, famous British surveyor general of India, Is the highest
known mountain In the world. Its
trigonometrical altitude Is 29,002 feet;
Its probable height Is 20,151 feet. The
next known highest of the Himalayan
Young-husban-
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The following remarkable endorse-men- t
of Tanlac was given recently by
Mrs. Alice Gresham Dodd, at the
Gresham Memorial Home, Gavin Park,
Evansvllle, Ind., which home was presented to her by the patriotic people
of Indiana, as evidence of their appreciation of the services rendered to his
country by her son, Corporal James
B. Gresham, the first American soldier
killed In France. Expressions of sympathy were received by Mrs. Dodd
from all parts of the United States,
and the newspapers of. the country
carried the story of the first "war
mother."
The shock of her son's death resulted In the serious breakdown of
Mrs. Dodd's health, but everyone will
learn with Interest and pleasure that
she Is now In splendid health again.
When seen at her home recently she
made the following statement, giving
the entire credit for her recovery to
n
the
medicine, Tanlac.
"After my dear boy's death I bad
a general breakdown in health," said
Mrs. Dodd. "At first It was Just indigestion. My food used to upset me
and I had to diet myself very carefully, which wasn't much hardship,
as I lost all desire to eat. Then I had
an attack of rheumatism, with severe
pains In my shoulders, back and arms.
Sometimes I used to suffer a great
deal, and my Joints would get all
swollen up and stiff. I was able to do
very little about the house, and at
times couldn't even cook a meal. I
got very nervous and restless, and at
night would lay awake for hours, and
lost many a night's sleep as a consequence.
"A friend of mine had received a
great deal of help from Tanlac, and
It was she who advised me to try It.
I am so glad I did for It proved the
best medicine I have ever taken. It
soon gave me a good appetite and
seemed to settle my stomach so that
I was no longer troubled with Indigestion. I don't know what it Is to have
rheumatic pains now, the swelling and
stiffness has all gone out of my
Joints and I am able to do the work
of the house with the greatest ease.
My nerves are now steady and strong.
I sleep fine at night, and I feel better
In health than ever before In my life.
I shall always be grateful for what
Tanlac has done for me, and shall
recommend It every chance I get."
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
everywhere. Adv.
well-know-

Theee Troublesome Times.
Knlcker What Is the matter with
the world?
Bocker Unrest, arrest and rest

-

The Intrepid duke of the Abruzzl,
who reached the top of Mount St
Ellas In Alaska (18,024 feet) and who
at one time held the record of "farthest north" In arctic exploration, tried
to climb K-or Brldepeak, In 1009,
but failed because from whatever
point of the compass he advanced he
could find no way up to attain the
summit At 24,000 feet he and his
companion were In good physical condition, although progress was Blow'
and laborious; a thick mist warned
them that to go on "would have been
madness."
This achievement of the Italian explorer, however, Is the world's record
for mountain climbing. Bride peak Is
In the Karakoram Himalayas.
Besides It and Its two higher ulster peaks,
there are In the Himalayas no less
than 75 peaks about 24,000 feet, 48
above 25,000, 16 above 20,000 feet and
five above 27,000 feet
Mountain climbing Is one of the
most ancient as well as fascinating
forms of adventure. Its chief dangers

Every Policeman in California
University Town Is an Expert
in Some Line.
SEEKS

TO

PREVENT

CRIME

Each Patrolman In Berkeley Has Motor Car Entire Force Could Be
Concentrated In One Place In
Five Minutes.
Berkeley, Cal. Policing a city as a
science, where every policeman Is more
or less a specialist In some line, where
the prevention of crime Is made a
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Scene at a flag raising at the Lepers' home In Carvllle, La said to be
the largest institution of its kind In America. It has just been taken over
by the United States public health service and will ba enlarged to care for
all the lepers In the country.

Shave With Cuticura Soap
double your razor effclency as
well as promote skin purity, skin comfort and skin health. No mug, no
slimy sonp, no germs, no waste, no
Irritation even when shaved twice
daily. One soap for all uses shaving,
bathing and shampooing. Adv.
Decline of More Than Five Billion
His Plight.
Shown in 1920.
"Money can't do everything."
"I know that, but all I want to do
re the things that money can do."
Corn Leads the List With $1,662,000,-00- 0
Ten Crops Show Gain in
A good detective has Intuition; and
Value, Orangea Leading.
too.
patience,
he has to have
And

Sore
J
IHDIGESTfO

6

Dell-an- s

Hot water
Sure Relief
frOR

INDIGESTION

$161,-000,00- 0.

On the, ether hand, as many as ten

MOTHER!
."California Syrup of Figs"
Child's Best Laxative

Mat-tcrhor- n;

last-name- d

Have You Seen Anything
of a Lost Indian Tribe?
Washington, D. C Has anybody seen anything lately of the

Montauk Indians? At last accounts they were living on Long
Island, but they seem to have
drifted away and now the government Is asked to pick up the
trail. Chairman Snyder of the
house Indian committee, Introduced a resolution to direct the
secretary of the Interior to Investigate and report

study, where every effort Is made to
use the latest and most modern methods In preventing
and combating
crime, and where there la an unusually friendly relation between the police
and the general public, are some of
the distinguishing features of the police department of Berkeley, Cal. This
city, in which Is located the University
of California, the largest student body
In the world, has perfected a system
of policing regarded by experts to be
nearly perfect.
Proud of Police.
Pride In the work of Its police Is the
boast of every citizen of this California city. In forwarding the efficiency of the department every policeman Is provided with an automobile, that Is a combination police machine, ambulance and fire apparatus.
Each patrolman Is qualified as a first
aid man.
Through the use of signal lights and
police horns, this department of 82
men, handling a population of 60,000
persons, covering an area of nine
square miles, patrols every street and
section of the city, day and night No
roan patrolling a heat Is at any time
more than a minute away from communication with the station, and tha
entire force could be concentrated at
the extreme limits of the city within
five minutes.
Beggars Are Barred.
Through the method applied by the
police department and the ordinances
passed by the city, beggars have been
barred from the municipality and the
soliciting of alms by the fake cripple
..Gamhas been virtually eradicated.
bling has been reduced to a minimum.
One feature that has attracted unusual attention to the department Is
the mapping of crimes. By a pin
with colored beads, which Indicate the nature of the offense, the
location Is marked on the map. Thla
quickly Indicates where the most serious crimes are committed. A general
map shows all the complaints. Another shows the bad boys of the community. Gtlil another shows the hours
of the day on which crimes are

Accept "California" Syrup of Flgl
only look for the name California on
the package, then you are sure you?
child Is having the best and most harm
less physic for the little stomach:, liver
niiu uoweis.
onuaren love its rruity
taste. Full directions on each bottle,
You must say "California." Adv.
The Placid Exit '
"Why, oh, great philosopher, do you
permit yourself such lengthy discourses before quaffing the hemlock?"
Inquired one of the members of the
Socrates Yesslng club.
"It's this way," answered the serene sage. "Xantlppe promised to
slip a cake of yeast Into the mixture
and I am waiting for It to work."

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Beware I Unless you see the nam
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin pre-- ,
scribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin,
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is tba
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester' of Salicyllcadd.
Adv.
-

That Embarrassing Moment
When you hove forgotten whether
the new baby Is a boy or girl.
"Well, well but he Is a fine chap.
Isn't she? Do her teeth bother him
much? I hope he gets through the
winter without getting sick. ' She looks
like you, doesn't he? Everybody says
it does."

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper

Thousands utSon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
euspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to ba
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
Yon may suffer pain in the back, Lead-acand loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous. Irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-RooKilmer's
by
restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be jusi
try raised and eggs produced,
the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions.
Many send for a sample bottle to sea
It la the rule that In the upward what
Swamp-Roothe great kidney,
and downward movements of prices, liver and bladder medicine,
will do for
farm animals and animal products lag them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
behind crops. So extreme was the lag Kilmer ft Co., Ringhamton, N. Y.. yon
In the price of animals and animal may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
Post. You can purchase medium and
products In 1920, on account of the large
size bottles at all dru stores. Adr.
he
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DROP IN CROP VALUES

Washington. The value of farm
crops of 1020 end of the farm animal products and animals sold and
slaughtered, as finally determined by
the bureau of crop estimates, United
States Department of Agriculture, is
$19,8r6,000,000 or $5,105,000,000 below
the total of 1019. The drop Is almost
entirely confined to crops, among
which the chief declines In value are:
Corn, $1,062,000,000 ; ;otton lint and
seed. $1,300,000,000; wheat, $854,000,-000- ;
hay, tame and wild, $325,000,000;
tobacco, $248,000,000; and oats,

g

Police Work
Made Science

Flag Raising at Home for Lepers

1

are avalanches, landslides, falling
rocks, blizzards, falling Ice, falls from
precipices or Into crevasses, falls from
Ice slopes or down snow slopes.
Some of the notable mountain-climbinpeaks of history and the year In
which the peaks of the various mountains were attained follows:
1744, the Titlis, the first true snow
mountain; 1780, Mount Blanc's summit reached for first time; 1811, the
Jungfrau; 1812, the Finsteraarhorn ;
1813, the Zermatt Breithorn; 1820,
Pikes peak; 1864. the Wetterhorn;
1855, the Mounte Rosa ; 1805, the
1879, Chlmborazo; 1883, the
Cordillera; 1888, the Selklrks; 1897,
Adoncagua; 1808, the Bolivian Andes;
1899, Slkklra In the Himalayas; 1909,
Mount Ruwenzorl. There have been
no
achievements by explorers since the
date.

$100,-000.00- 0.

t,

crops gained In value, chief of which
are oranges, with a gain of $32,000,000,
and sugar beets, $24,000,000. Other
Items of gain are cabbage, $11,000,000;
cowpeas, $10,000,000; sorghum cane
sold and sirup made, $7,000,000. Small
gains were made by soy beans, sugar-beseed, maple sugar and sirup, and
onions. Apparently, the products of
0
the farm wood lot have gained
In value In the comparison
with 1910.
After offsetting gains against losses,
the net crop-valu-e
reduction In 1020
below 1919 Is $4,808,000,000, while only
$237,000,000 is found in the total of
farm animal products and farm animals sold and slaughtered. The wool
decline Is as yet unrealized, but It Is
reckoned at $37,000,000. Of the animal,! sold and slaughtered, the decline
for cattle and calves Is $223,000,000,
and for swine, $427,000,000. But on
the other side of the account dairy
products gained $311,000,000, and poul
et

$223,-000,00-

extraordinary fall In the prices of
crops with a short period of time,
Yes, W Find It That Way, Too.
that the total crop value of 1020 Is
"It has been truly suld," Buggs dereckoned to be only 50 per cent of clared Impressively, "thut the world,
the total value of all farm products. financially, Is divided Into Just two
In the estimates for a long series of classes those who borrow and
those
years, this Is the first crop value esti- who lend."
mate that has fallen below 60 per
"Not quite right," Blngs responded
cent of the total of all products.
gloomily. "The two clauses are those
who want to borrow and those who
Spain to Reward Mothers.
won't lend."
Madrid. Most of the Spanish provinces ore organizing fetes for the InEvery department of housekeeping
auguration of "Mothers' day," a fea- needs Red Bross Ball Blue. Equally
ture of which will be the awardlnf of good for kitchen towels, table linen,
prizes to consplciously meritorious sheets and pillowcases, etc.
mothers. The government and the local authorities are providing funds fo
Entirely Logical.
organize and promote the movement
"Why do you call that performing
which alms at the encouragement of poodle Slrius?" "He's a dog star, ain't
large families.
he, now?"

